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History
Stills from our new series

Health in Early Modern Britain
Between 1500 and 1700, people’s understanding of disease 
and medicine progressed. New approaches, particularly 
the scientific method, led to significant changes, including 
identifying how blood flowed around the body and the 
classification of diseases. However, elements of superstition 
and religious beliefs still prevailed in diagnoses and 
treatments. 
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Britain’s Health through History
Knowledge and understanding of the world progressed significantly between the 13th and 21st centuries. 
This series examines how this progression affected health, medicine and treatment of disease in Britain. 

Mid Secondary - Snr Secondary

• Comprehension Questions

• Linking Early Living Conditions

• Research Report – Key Figures

Additional Resources
• Stop the Plague – Persuasive Presentation

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript
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Health in Industrial Britain
The Industrial Revolution brought about some important 
advancements. These included the understanding of: 
human physiology, diseases and their treatment, medicine, 
and medical procedures. This programme covers a range of 
important developments, including Pasteur’s germ theory, 
improvements in hospital care and the work of Florence 
Nightingale, the use of anaesthetics and vaccinations, and 
the Public Health Act of 1875.
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• Comprehension Questions

• A Modern-Day Script

• Key Advances in Healthcare

Additional Resoures

• Public Health Timeline

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript

Health in Medieval Britain
This programme examines health, medicine and surgery 
in Britain between 1250 and 1500, when knowledge and 
practices were largely based on superstition and untested 
theories such as the human body’s four humours. It also 
looks at the various causes wrongly attributed to the Black 
Death, which killed 1.5 million people. 
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• Comprehension Questions

• A Medieval Script

• Cause and Effect

Additional Resoures

• Source Analysis – The Black Death

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript

Health in Modern Britain
This programme explores developments in health and 
medicine during the 20th and 21st centuries. These include: 
diagnostics and x-rays, CT and MRI scans, the understanding 
of genetics and how it impacts individuals’ health, 
antibiotics, blood transfusions, insulin, and anti-histamines. 
It also looks at examples of legislation aimed at improving 
public health, and the development of the NHS. 
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• Comprehension Questions

• Create a Campaign Poster

• Key Medical Discoveries

Additional Resoures

• Matching Modern Living

• Suggested Responses 

• Transcript


